
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Air Hockey
Min Age:

Air blower moves discs, one versus one, point 
scoring, motor skills, concentration

Air hockey game which uses air to move the 
puck with two players trying to score goals using 
circular bats

0513 *T0513*

Auntie Pasta's Fraction Game
Min Age: 6 Years

fractions, game, numbers, social group, counting

Game to help learn about fractions

0185 *T0185*

Games and Jigsaws

Baby puzzles - helpers
Min Age: 18 months

jigsaws, two piece, people that help us, chunky, 
fine motor skills

Chunky two piece puzzlesshowing people that 
help us including police, doctor, fire and nurse 
both male and female

0355 *T0355*

Baby Transport Puzzles
Min Age: 18 months

Puzzles. Transport, bus, car, helicopter, boat, 2 
piece, fine motor control

Two piece chunky puzzles depicting different 
types of transport

0370 *T0370*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Bagatelle
Min Age:

Wooden, bagatelle, pinball, space, hand eye co-
ordination, counting

Wooden pinball type game using flippers to 
direct the ball and collect as many points as you 
can.

0408 *T0408*

Battleships
Min Age: 5 years

ships, strategy, game

Version of the classic pen and pencil game with 
ships and board to better help children 
understand being "hit" and "destroyed". Very 
small pieces so not suitable for under 5's.

0194 *T0194*

Games and Jigsaws

Bead Frame
Min Age: 2.5 years

Wooden, beads, colours, movement, tactile

Wooden based circular bead frame - all beads 
are attached so suitable for little hands. It is 
tactile and absorbing moving the beads around 
the frame

0536 *T0536* 0558 *T0558*

Big Bus Floor Jigsaw
Min Age: 2 years

jigsaw, puzzle, bus, transport,

15 piece floor puzzle in the shape of a bus

0159 *T0159*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Big Fire Engine Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

puzzle, fire, jigsaw,

Floor puzzle showing a fire engine. Providing lots 
of opportunity for discussion and description

0245 *T0245*

Bingo
Min Age: 6 Years

number recognition, game, social

Sociable game for 2 to 100 players. Using cards, 
you mark off when your number is called and the 
first to have all their numbers called shouts 
BINGO!

0191 *T0191*

Games and Jigsaws

Bleep Bleep
Min Age: 5 years

Electronic, physical, challenge

Bendy wire shape which you have to carefully 
move the metal around without making it "bleep". 
Great for developing fine motor skills and hand 
eye co-ordination

0215 *T0215*

Blossom Farm Electronic Lift Out Puzzle

Min Age: 12 months

baby, puzzle, animals, motor skills, electronic

Wooden electronic lift out tray puzzle featuring 
characters from the Blossom Farm range by 
ELC. Animal noises when the correct piece is 
inserted as rewards

0253 *T0253*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Bob the Builder Game
Min Age: 3 years

dice, turn taking, counting

Game with all your favourite Bob the Builder 
characters involving counting and dice throwing

0527 *T0527*

Boggle
Min Age: 8 years

spelling, group, words

Game for 2 to 4 players where you write down as 
many words as you can which are different to 
other players. The person with the most gets the 
points.

0197 *T0197*

Games and Jigsaws

Bop It Extreme
Min Age: 8 years

electronic, individual, memory, physical

Electronic game where you listen and follow 
instructions and try and repeat it as quickly as 
you can with the Bop It

0206 *T0206*

Buckaroo
Min Age:

Careful balancing and taking it in turns to load up 
before the horse kicks!

A game for 2 to 4 players which require careful 
balancing and taking turns to load up before the 
horse kicks!

0629 *T0629*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Bus Game
Min Age: 2 years Game for 2 to 4 players where you move around 

the board collecting different objects

0361 *T0361*

Bus Stop Game
Min Age: 3 years

bus, counting, game, social

Game for 2 to 4 players where you move your 
counter around the road picking up and dropping 
off passengers and putting them on and off your 
bus

0239 *T0239* 0375 *T0375*

Games and Jigsaws

Bust Ball Popper
Min Age: 9 months

Playskool, pop up, balls, music, noisy

Noisy game with balls which are pushed up in 
the air by a fan. Mesmerising game which 
children of all ages love

0083 *T0083*

Castle Jigsaw
Min Age: 6 Years

castle, knights, jigsaw, ravensburger, super 100 
piece

100 piece jigsaw puzzle with a castle theme

0152 *T0152*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Caterpillar Drop
Min Age: 2 years

Balls, rolling, caterpillar, noisy

Click clack track where balls are put into the top 
of the caterpillar and then they move down the 
track to the bottom

0376 *T0376*

Charades for kids
Min Age:

acting, reading,social, group,

Game for 2 to 10 players great for families to 
play together. Read the card and using mime, 
give clues to the other players who have to 
guess the name of the book, film or TV 
programme.

0196 *T0196*

Games and Jigsaws

Connect 4 Game
Min Age:

game, posting

Game for 2 players using strategy to get 4 of 
your pieces in a row before your opponent

0171 *T0171*

Dinosaur Floor Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

jigsaw, puzzle, dinosaurs

30 piece floor puzzle with a dinosaur theme. 
Needs a large clear floor!

0156 *T0156*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Dinosaur Puzzle
Min Age: 6 Years

dinosaur, puzzles,

100 piece puzzle with dinosaurs

0170 *T0170*

Disney Lift out tray puzzles
Min Age: 2 years

Thomas, Wiinie the Pooh, puzzles, motor skills, 
baby

Two wooden lift out tray puzzles with Disney 
characters - Winnie the Pooh and Thomas

0249 *T0249*

Games and Jigsaws

Disney Trivia Game
Min Age: 5 years

group, knowledge, quiz

Game for 2 to 6 players based on your 
knowledge of Disney facts and information

0195 *T0195*

Dora Explorer Jigsaws
Min Age: 2.5 years

Wooden, jigsaws, Dora, chunky pieces

0369 *T0369*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Dora Wooden Jigsaw
Min Age: 3 years

wooden, dora explorer, puzzle

4 x 12 piece puzzles depciting Dora the explorer 
and friends

0166 *T0166*

Double sided Floor Dominoes
Min Age: 3 years

Picture matching, number matching, colour 
recognition, turn taking, motor skills

Picture matching and number pattern matching 
on large floor dominoes

0526 *T0526*

Games and Jigsaws

Draigon Alley Game
Min Age: 8 years

Harry Potter, game, counting, draigons

Board game based on the popular Harry Potter 
books for 2 to 4 players, draigons and challenges

0188 *T0188*

Egg laying Hen Game
Min Age: 3 years Chicken and the egg game for 2 or more players 

involving guessing how many eggs the chicken 
will lay

0586 *T0586*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Electronic 4 in a row
Min Age: 6 Years

noisy, electronic, game, social play

Electronic game for 2 players

0172 *T0172*

Fabric Insect Activity Centre
Min Age: 12 months

Lamaze, activity, quilt

Lamaze fabric activity quilt with lots of tactile and 
sensory activities attached.

0458 *T0458*

Games and Jigsaws

Faces game
Min Age: 3 years

Physical game like Twister using different 
coloured faces and emotions

Physical and active game where 2 to 4 players 
have to put hands and feet on different coloured 
faces without falling over

0671 *T0671*

Farm Floor Jigsaw
Min Age: 3 years

jigsaw, farm, puzzle, animals

36 piece floor puzzle with a farm theme and 
animal shaped pieces

0158 *T0158*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Farm Lift out tray puzzles
Min Age: 2 years

farm, animals, puzzles, motor skills

Two different wooden lift out tray puzzles with a 
farm theme

0252 *T0252*

Farm Ludo
Min Age:

counting, game, social, farm ,animals

Classic game for 2 to 4 people involving farm 
animals

0181 *T0181*

Games and Jigsaws

Farm Puzzles
Min Age: 18 months

jigsaw, puzzle, animals, farm, motor skills

4 puzzles with farm scenes; 4, 6, 8 and 10 piece 
puzzles

0242 *T0242* 0362 *T0362*

Fetch the Vet Lift out tray
Min Age: 2 years

puzzle, motor skills, baby, vet, animals

Wooden lift out tray puzzle with Fetch the Vet 
theme

0251 *T0251*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Fire and farm tray puzzles
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden lift out tray puzzles - one to do with fire 
engines and the other with farm and animals

Wooden lift out tray puzzles showing a farm 
scene and fire applicances

0674 *T0674*

First Guess Who
Min Age: 3 years

game, faces, two players, people

Version of this popular game for children under 5 
years. Uses face pieces to help understand who 
they are trying to guess.

0077 *T0077*

Games and Jigsaws

First jungle puzzles
Min Age: 2 years

Simple two piece jigsaws depicting jungle 
animals

Single two piece jigsaw puzzles showing jungle 
animals

0672 *T0672*

Fun Numbers
Min Age: 3 years

game, social, group

Game for 2 to 4 players using pictures and 
numbers to complete your board similar to lotto

0212 *T0212*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Giant Alphabet Puzzle
Min Age: 2 years

Hand eye co-ordination, puzzle, chunky pieces, 
floor puzzle

21 piece jigsaw floor puzzle

0473 *T0473*

Giant Fairy Tale Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

fairy tale, puzzle, chunky

Giant floor puzzle with a fairy tale theme which 
encourages talking about what is going on in the 
puzzle.

0607 *T0607*

Games and Jigsaws

Giant Shape Snap
Min Age: 3 years

snap, shapes, recognition, memory, game

Large cards for snap game involving shapes

0179 *T0179*

Gingerbread House Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

floor puzzle, house ,imagination

Large scale floor puzzle showing a fictional 
gingerbread house. Lots of opporunities for 
language development and games finding 
different things in the picture

0244 *T0244* 0372 *T0372*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Guess Who game
Min Age: 6 Years

Guess Who, game, elimination, two players, 
people

Game of elimnation using guesses of which 
person the other player has. Great for describing 
language, developing communication and social 
skills

0080 *T0080*

Hangman
Min Age: 8 years

words, game, social, communication, literacy

Classic game for 2 players, great for developing 
language and social skills

0163 *T0163*

Games and Jigsaws

Help Bob out
Min Age:

Bob the builder game pop up G40

Bob the Builder game requiring 2 to 4 players. 
Take it in turn to lay a brick in the tower and the 
person to make Bob pop up loses!

0043 *T0043*

Hospital Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden,chunky, fine motor skills, hospital, 
discussion, empathy, caring, nurse

Wooden tray puzzle with a hospital picture 
showing a children's ward

0528 *T0528*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

House that Bob  built Game
Min Age:

house building, colours, social, Bob, group, game

Bob the builder themed game involving coloured 
dice and collecting the different pieces needed to 
build the house

0169 *T0169*

In the shed Jigsaw
Min Age: 3 years

Board puzzle, wooden, hand eye co-ordination, 
female positive role model, tools

Wooden tray puzzle showing a girl doing DIY

0494 *T0494*

Games and Jigsaws

Incy Wincy Spider
Min Age: 3 years

Spiders, game, counting, dice, family

A game for 2 - 4 players. Spiders are the 
counters to move up the drainpipe. Uses a dice 
and a spinner to tell the weather. Helps with 
early counting.

0002 *T0002*

Insey Winsey Spider Game
Min Age: 3 years

counting, spiders, colour recognition, weather, 
group, social

Counting game moving spiders up the drainpipe 
using a dice. Spin the spinner and if it is raining, 
you strart again! Great fun for 3+ years for the 
whole family.

0198 *T0198* 0505 *T0505*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Jungle Floor Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

jigsaw, puzzle, jungle, animals

30 piece floor puzzle with a jungle theme.

0157 *T0157*

Jungle phonics
Min Age: 3 years

alphabet, learning, buttons, music, numeracy, 
communication, games

Electronic game using phonics and animals to 
encourage early learning linked to language and 
numeracy

0055 *T0055*

Games and Jigsaws

Jungle Snakes and Ladders
Min Age:

counting, game, social,

Snakes and ladders for 2 to 4 people with a 
jungle theme

0182 *T0182*

Junior Monopoly
Min Age: 5 years

game, money, counting, social, group

Junior version of the classic game

0183 *T0183*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Junior Scrabble
Min Age: 5 years

spelling, words, social, game

Junior version of the classic game which 
younger children can use early word formation 
against other players

0190 *T0190*

Know your numbers puzzle
Min Age:

Number recognition, fine motor skills, counting, 
puzzle

A fun game involving numbers which helps 
children remember and recognise number 
sequences

0501 *T0501*

Games and Jigsaws

Lettertime
Min Age: 2.5 years

Electronic game involving letters and numbers 
providing fun learning

Electronic game involving letters and numbers 
providing fun learning

0645 *T0645*

Lifecycle puzzles
Min Age:

puzzles, nature, lifecycle, trees, chickens, 
wooden

Four different puzzles showing the lifecycle of 
different living things

0673 *T0673*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Little Tikes Activity Centre
Min Age: 6 months

Spinning, pushing, turning, activities

Activity centre in the style of a radio with lots of 
buttons which twist, turn and can be pushed

0598 *T0598*

Lunar Race Jigsaw
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, jigsaw, space

63 piece jigsaw with a space theme

0149 *T0149*

Games and Jigsaws

Magic Cauldron Game
Min Age: 5 years

Maths, sums, counting, social, group

Numeracy game for 2 to 4 people involving 
simple addition, suubtraction, division and 
multiplication questions. Rub the cauldron to 
reveal the answers

0180 *T0180*

Magnetic Colour Maze
Min Age: 3 years

magnetic, maze, colour recognition, fine motor 
skills

Wooden magnetic maze with special pen to 
move the balls inside into the correct colour pot.

0268 *T0268*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Magnetic Maze
Min Age: 3 years

magnets, maze, balls

Wooden maze with contained balls - use the 
special pen to move the balls along the tracks 
and try and reach the centre.

0262 *T0262* 0420 *T0420*

Marble Run
Min Age:

Constrcution, building, moving, marbles

Build your own design and then see whether the 
marble will manage to get to the bottom.

0443 *T0443*

Games and Jigsaws

Match-a-matics
Min Age: 3 years

Domino, card, game

Number recognition game for 2 or more players

0081 *T0081*

Matching Pairs game
Min Age:

matching, pairs, animals

Game of animal matching pairs which you then 
"post" into the ark

0192 *T0192*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Match-Matics
Min Age: 3 years

maths, game, social

Match the number cards to your board - great for 
recognising number patterns

0213 *T0213*

Monopoly
Min Age: 8 years

game, money, counting, propoerty, strategic, 
social

Game for 2 to 6 people involving buying and 
selling property

0178 *T0178*

Games and Jigsaws

Monsters Inc Jigsaw
Min Age: 5 years

jigsaw, monsters, film

3 x 49 piece jigsaws with Monsters Inc the film 
characters

0153 *T0153*

Moon Mine Jigsaw
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, space, jigsaw

63 piece jigsaw with a space theme

0151 *T0151*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Multicultural people puzzles
Min Age:

Wooden, people, disabled, ethnic minority, 
adults, babies

Positive images of disabled and ethnic minorities 
people doing various things. Chunky wooden 
pieces

0373 *T0373*

My First Guess Who
Min Age:

group, social, memory

Game using questions to eliminate and guess 
which person using describing words and 
different equipment e.g. Glasses, moustaches 
and hair

0208 *T0208*

Games and Jigsaws

Number Cruncher
Min Age: 5 years

maths, learning, puzzle,

Electronic activity centre with number based 
games

0140 *T0140*

Number feet
Min Age: 2 years

Jigsaw, counting, wooden, numbers, toes, feet

Large wooden tray puzzle with left and right feet 
and numbered toes

0354 *T0354*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Number Floor Puzzle
Min Age: 3 years

Large, number recognition, motor skills, 
concentration, group

Large pieces with number patterns make up this 
floor puzzle

0525 *T0525*

Odd sock Game
Min Age: 3 years

Story and associated games for what to do with 
all those odd socks!

Story and activities for what to do with all those 
odd socks!

0516 *T0516*

Games and Jigsaws

Othello
Min Age: 8 years

Travel game

Game for two players

0079 *T0079*

Pass the Bomb
Min Age: 8 years

words, knowledge, spelling, group, race against 
timer

Fast word making game where you think of 
words with particular letter threads in before the 
"bomb" goes off

0203 *T0203*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Pass the Word Game
Min Age: 5 years

words, reading, spelling, game, social, group

Game for 2 to 4 players involving words

0184 *T0184*

People puzzles
Min Age: 3 years

wooden, puzzle, people, motor skills

Wooden puzzles showing different people 
depicting different cultures, ethnicity and ability. 
Positive images of disabled people and people 
from minority ethnic groups

0246 *T0246*

Games and Jigsaws

People that help us Jigsaws
Min Age: 12 months

jigsaw, puzzle, people, jobs, helping

4 x 2 piece puzzles showing people that help us

0243 *T0243*

Pictionary
Min Age: 8 years

drawing, group, social

Game involving drawing to your partner so that 
they can guess what is on the cards. Great fun 
and no drawing ability required!

0204 *T0204*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Pinball
Min Age: 5 years

Electronic, noisy, individual,

Pinball game helping hand eye co-ordination to 
keep the ball in play and scoring points

0205 *T0205*

Pirate Ship Jigsaw
Min Age: 6 Years

jigsaw, pirates

80 piece pirate ship shaped puzzle

0154 *T0154*

Games and Jigsaws

Playdays See inside the Bus
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden lift out tray puzzle with pictures 
underneath the pieces and favourite characters 
from the Playdays bus

Wooden lify out tray puzzle with pictures beneath 
the pieces revealing characters from the 
Playdays Bus

0649 *T0649*

Pop it in the Box Game
Min Age: 2 years

Posting, Game, letters, envelopes, stamps, 
chunky, dice, colours, turn taking

0374 *T0374*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Pop it in the Post
Min Age: 2 years

posting, matching, numbers, social, reading, 
game, group

Game for 2 to 4 players using chunky die for 
colours and animal character envelopes and 
letters. When you have the stamp you can pop it 
in the post!

0250 *T0250*

Pop 'n' Hop
Min Age: 5 years

dice, counting, game, colours

Game for 2 or more people - a race to get all 
your counters home

0175 *T0175*

Games and Jigsaws

Pop 'n' Hop (2)
Min Age: 5 years

group, social, counting

Game for 2 to 4 players using a dice for a race to 
get all your counters home

0211 *T0211*

Pop 'n' Hop Game
Min Age: 5 years

game, dice,

Game for 2 to 4 players with a dice where 
counters are moved in turn and the winner is the 
first player with all 4 counters home.

0076 *T0076*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Postman Pat Puzzles
Min Age: 3 years

Postman Pat, posting, puzzle

Postman Pat puzzles with different levels

0168 *T0168*

Postman Pat Tell a story Puzzles

Min Age: 3 years

Postman Pat, jigsaw, fine motor control, 
concentration, hand eye co-ordination

Four Postman Pat themed puzzles which tell a 
story - helps develop language and time 
sequences

0605 *T0605*

Games and Jigsaws

Pull back and go car
Min Age: 18 months

Moving, car, construction, driver, imaginative play

Car which can be taken apart and rebuilt. 
Includes driver for fun play once the car has 
been built.

0608 *T0608*

Quack Quack Game
Min Age: 3 years

matching, game, animals

Game for 2 or more players using colours and 
animals

0165 *T0165* 0575 *T0575*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Rush Hour
Min Age: 8 years

puzzle game G25 cars

Short games using cards to describe starting 
points for the vehicles. Object of the game is to 
move the vehicles in the tray until the ince cream 
van can move out of the tray. East, Medium, 
difficult and fiendish levels. Two or more players 
or can be used solitary

0082 *T0082* 0214 *T0214*

Satellite Jigsaw
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, jigsaw, pieces, construction

63 piece jigsaw with a space theme

0133 *T0133*

Games and Jigsaws

Scrabble
Min Age: 8 years

spelling, game, social, word knowledge

Classic game where players use letter tiles to 
form words and place them on the board similar 
to a crossword

0189 *T0189*

Shape Snap
Min Age: 18 months

Shapes, snap, cards, game

Large chunky snap game using shapes

0363 *T0363*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Shop and Street Jigsaw
Min Age: 18 months

shops, streets, lifting, motor

Wooden picture lift out tray puzzle with lots of 
stimulation for language and discussion

0255 *T0255*

Shopping List Game
Min Age: 3 years

shopping, game, group play, reading, memory, 
recognition

Game for 2 or more players who have to select 
cards that match the items on their shopping list 
and put them in their trolley

0174 *T0174* 0371 *T0371*
0574 *T0574*

Games and Jigsaws

Small animal tray puzzles
Min Age: 18 months

Cats, farm animals, lift out, tray, puzzles

Wooden lift out tray puzzles showing cats and 
animals

0675 *T0675*

Small Lift Out tray puzzles
Min Age: 12 months

Farm, cat, lift out, puzzles, motor, social

Two small wooden tray puzzles with animals

0256 *T0256*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Small Transport Jigsaws
Min Age: 18 months

transport, baby, jigsaw

2 piece jigsaw puzzles with a transport theme

0155 *T0155*

Snail's Pace Race
Min Age: 3 years

colour, number, recognition, game, social, group

A game for 2 to 4 players using dice and snail 
counters to race to the finishing line

0187 *T0187*

Games and Jigsaws

Snap for Beginners
Min Age: 3 years

cards, picture recognition, social, group, animals, 
fruit

Picture snap cards with different themes 
including animals, fruit and weather

0202 *T0202*

Sort and Go car sorter
Min Age: 12 months

Car, shapes, sorting, wheels, moving

sorter in the shape of a car with different 
coloured shapes to post. You can pull it along 
the floor too

0351 *T0351*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Space Chase Game
Min Age: 6 Years

space, maths, social, group

Game for 2 to 4 people with a space theme

0186 *T0186*

Space Station Jigsaw
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, space, jigsaw

63 pieces

0150 *T0150*

Games and Jigsaws

Spell a puzzle Animals
Min Age: 3 years

spelling, puzzles, motor skills

Puzzles showing different animals with their 
name spelt out at the bottom. Helps with spelling 
and good for encouraging language

0247 *T0247* 0366 *T0366*

Spin the Bottle Game
Min Age: 8 years

electronic, noisy, social, game, group

Electronic version of the classic game; for 2 to 4 
players, take it it turn to spin the bottle and follow 
the instructions

0201 *T0201*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Ssh Don't wake Dad
Min Age: 5 years

Game, dice throwing, fine motor control

Game for 2 or more players using a dice, taking 
turns to get a glass of milk without waking Dad.

0365 *T0365*

Stacking Action Blocks
Min Age: 6 months

Blocks, plastic, language, building, numeracy

3 stacking blocks with activities and pop up 
heads. Early construction and building. Chunky 
tactile blocks

0012 *T0012*

Games and Jigsaws

Stand up Ball Blast
Min Age: 9 months

Posting, balls, sit down, stand up, noise

Fisher Price toy for babies to encourage them to 
stand up and post the balls into the hole which 
then is rewarded with lights and sounds.

0601 *T0601*

Street Scene Lift out tray puzzle

Min Age: 2 years

Street, shops, puzzle, wooden

Wooden lift out tray puzzle depicting a street 
scene which when pieces are lifted out show 
what you find inside the different shops

0377 *T0377*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Talking Chess Master
Min Age: 8 years

chess, electronic, game, strategy

Electronic chess game - play against the 
computer

0177 *T0177*

Teapot Game
Min Age: 2 years

Jigsaws, game, turn taking, teapot, cups

Game for 2 to 4 players where using a dice and 
colour recognition, you build your teapot a and 
teacup

0360 *T0360*

Games and Jigsaws

Tension Tower
Min Age: 6 Years

wooden blocks, stacking, game, family, group, 
communcaition, social

Wooden tower building game great for family 
and group play where people take it in turns to 
removea block and hope the tower doesn't fall 
down!

0075 *T0075* 0257 *T0257*

This looks like a job for Bob game

Min Age:

Dice, counting, Bob the Builder characters

Game for 2 to 4 players using dice and counters 
featuring favourite characters from Bob the 
Builder

0578 *T0578*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Thomas Foam Floor Puzzle
Min Age: 12 months

Thomas, trains, puzzle, floor, group play

24 piece foam floor puzzle with Thomas 
characters

0167 *T0167*

Thomas puzzles
Min Age: 3 years

puzzle, jigsaw, Thomas, motor skills, 4 tell a story

4 different puzzles showing different scenes with 
Thomas and friends with a story to be told from 
the pictures

0241 *T0241*

Games and Jigsaws

Thomas Tray Puzzle
Min Age: 2 years

Thomas, puzzle, trains, wooden, tray, lift out

Wooden tray puzzle with Thomas and friends

0160 *T0160*

Threading buttons
Min Age: 3 years

threading, buttons, fine motor skills, shapes, 
colours

Set of chunky thick plastic buttons for threading. 
Also for colour recognition, counting and 
imaginative and creative play

0036 *T0036*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Three Little Pigs Sorter
Min Age: 2 years

Three little pigs, houses, story, imaginative

Three little house for the little pigs and each 
house has a key.

0404 *T0404*

Top It Game
Min Age: 5 years

memory, physical,

Physical game with the Top It which you can play 
alone or with more players, competing against 
each other. See how good your memory is and 
follow the instructions and see how far you can 
get.

0199 *T0199*

Games and Jigsaws

Transport Electronic Lift Out Tray Puzzle

Min Age: 12 months

transport, trains, cars, sound, noisy, motor, baby

Electronic wooden lift out tray puzzle with 
different types of transport

0254 *T0254*

Transport lift out tray puzzles
Min Age: 2 years

Four different wooden tray puzzles with a 
transport theme

Four wooden lift out tray puzzles with a transport 
theme

0657 *T0657*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Troublesome Engines
Min Age: 2 years

Thomas, trains, dice, game, jigsaw, social

Game for 2 to 6 players where you have to build 
Thomas train jigsaws using a dice.

0248 *T0248*

Turtle Lift out tray puzzle
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden, tray puzzle, chunky pieces, turtle

Wooden tray puzzle showing a large turtle

0500 *T0500*

Games and Jigsaws

Twister
Min Age: 3 years

game, physical, colours

Game for 2 or more players involving balance 
and colour recognition. The first to fall over loses!

0173 *T0173* 0240 *T0240*

Twister Moves
Min Age: 8 years

social, movement, music, electronic, physical, 
group

Electronic game of the classic twister with music 
and instructions for 2 to 10 players

0193 *T0193*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Two by Two Game
Min Age: 2 years

Noah's Ark, game, matching, social play

Matching pairs game where they are posted into 
the ark

0164 *T0164* 0378 *T0378*

Uno
Min Age: 6 Years

Card game, for two or more people

Popular card game for 2 to 10 players, following 
colours and numbers to get rid of your cards.

0078 *T0078*

Games and Jigsaws

V Pad Computer
Min Age: 8 years

computer, games, learning,

Vtech computer with mouse for learning 
keyboard layout and mouse action

0142 *T0142*

Vets Puzzle
Min Age:

Wooden, chunky, vets, animals, discussion, 
caring, fine motor skills

Wooden tray puzzle showing a vets surgery with 
children and lots of dogs

0529 *T0529*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Washing Jigsaw
Min Age: 2 years

Hand eye co-ordination, talking, father role model

Wooden tray puzzle showing "dad" hanging out 
the washing

0493 *T0493*

Wheels on the bus Game
Min Age:

Counting, collecting game

Game for 2 to 4 players involving moving around 
the board collecting items which are needed for 
the bus. Great for developing language and 
social skills

0580 *T0580*

Games and Jigsaws

Wheels on the Bus Puzzle
Min Age: 2.5 years

Bus, people, chunky

Chunky wooden puzzle with bus picture great for 
little hands

0520 *T0520*

Who wants to be a Millionaire?
Min Age: 8 years

general knowledge, questions, game, social, 
communication

Game replicating the well known TV show with 
electronic questions and sounds recreating the 
show at your own home

0074 *T0074* 0216 *T0216*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Winnie the Pooh and friends jigsaw

Min Age: 2.5 years

Chunky Pooh puzzle with picture to guide 
construction

Chunky Winnie the pooh puzzle with picture to 
guide construction

0654 *T0654*

Winnie the Pooh Tray Puzzle
Min Age: 2 years

Winnie the Pooh, puzzle,

Wooden tray puzzle with Winnie the pooh 
characters

0161 *T0161*

Games and Jigsaws

Wooden jigsaw
Min Age: 18 months

Chunky, wooden jigsaw, dad hanging out 
washing, positive role model, helping

Positive image of a male hanging out the 
washing in a wooden lift out tray puzzle

0621 *T0621*

Wooden Snakes/ Ladders / Ludo
Min Age:

wooden, games, counting, dice,

Wooden snakes and ladders game for 2 to 4 
players

0176 *T0176*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

Wooden tray puzzle
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden tray puzzle showing positive image of 
female doing DIY

Wooden tray puzzle showing positive image of 
girl doing DIY

0667 *T0667*

Wooden Turtle Board puzzle
Min Age: 18 months

Chunky, wooden, animal, puzzle, fine motor 
skills, hand eye co-ordination

Wooden lift out tray puzzle with a large turtle

0625 *T0625*

Games and Jigsaws

Word adventure game
Min Age: 3 years

words, language, game

Adventure with language - playing with words 
game for 2 to 4 players

0504 *T0504*

Word adventure Games
Min Age:

Word games with characters from the Magic Key 
phonetic reading books including Chip and 
Floppy

0664 *T0664*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Games and Jigsaws

World Map Puzzle
Min Age: 5 years

map, geography, puzzle, world

120 piece floor puzzle with a world map

0162 *T0162*

Yo Ho Ho Matching Game
Min Age: 18 months

Pirates, matching, chunky, snap, cards

Matching pairs game with pirates, trasure and 
the jolly roger flag to find. The person with the 
most pairs is the winner. For 2 to 4 players

0359 *T0359*

Games and Jigsaws

Yo Ho Ho Pirate Game
Min Age:

memory, game, social, group

Memory game with different pirates and pirate 
related items e.g. Treasure chests, flags and 
parrots. See how many pairs you can find and 
the winner is the one with the most. For 2 to 4 
players

0200 *T0200*
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